
The Audacity of Political Disconnect

	
 Ah, the pain caused by theoretically well-meaning politicians.  
And by those whose intentions may not be so kind. 
In a perfect world?  
Well, in a perfect world, men would never be given the power to mandate legislation 

centered upon women; dominant cultures would never be allowed to formulate the rules for 
controlling minority communities; and the privileged, wealthy classes would never be permitted 
to impose their theoretically well-meaning (but too often destructively invasive) understanding 
of the world onto those who are poor.

However, very clearly we find ourselves living in this world.  
And in this world?  
A predictable chain of events occurs frequently in political halls, be they national, state, 

city or county.  It is an audacious, assertive process; a process perhaps best understood when 
compared to that age-old culturally particular fable – that long-standing allegory which has given 
our language the expression Belling the Cat.

(For you purists out there?  Yes, I will be taking great liberties.)  
Opening our scene, we move in upon a small group of administratively enterprising mice; 

a group of mice who have had it up to here with the never-ending litany of mouse citizen 
complaints about a Big Bad Cat: an omnipresent feline willing to wreak ongoing havoc upon 
poor, defenseless mice.  Mouse-world constituents have made it more than clear: They will no 
longer tolerate such an unremitting harassment.  

Hence, the intentional meeting of mousey governmental minds. 
“If only we knew when the cat was coming,” sighs one contemplative legislator.
“A bell,” offers another: “What if a bell was placed around the neck of the cat?”
“Yes, yes, a bell!”  A multitude of voices now loudly and animatedly agrees.  Ah, the 

cheers; oh the excitement; and then, my, oh my, the adamantly mandated and heavily earmarked 
rodent legislation.  A bell it shall be.  An imperatively necessary warning bell to be placed 
preemptively around the neck of the cat.  

What a small, helpless rodent’s dream come true!
Oh – but then.  
Even with so many well-meaning and supportively exuberant legislators behind this 

exceptional plan; despite the brashly exacting orders which have been written into massively 
inflexible laws – well, gosh, as it turns out?  Once these proudly enthusiastic little mice have 
calmed down; once each mouse has taken the time to get a direct look at reality – well, each 
legislator realizes that not one politician has thought of, nor painstakingly offered up, a true-life 
proposal for getting that excitingly legislated bell onto the neck of the cat.  

Meant as a wise warning against the very human (and probably not, actually, very 
mouselike) tendency to act impulsively before thinking, here the little fable typically ends.  If 
heeded, this perceptive allegory allows those who mark it to recognize the embarrassing, and so 
often financially devastating, likelihood of being taken in (and subsequently screwed over) by 
faulty planning and flashy, but empty, promises.

However.  
Had this little tale been composed today?  
It would not likely have ended so neatly.



Under the deregulated “growth-projecting” wonders of a modern-day political reasoning 
– oh, in modern days, sadly these little mice would not have recognized, at the end of their story, 
that their initial lack in a reality-based logic was soon to lead to the undoubted failure and hugely 
wasteful expense of pursuing an enthusiastically legislated – but devastatingly faulty – plan.  

Like other twenty-first-century politicians unable to see, or admit, truth due to the 
unimaginable size of a modern-day media-orchestrated pride, these little mice would, instead, 
have continued an adamant support for the originally stated idea – even to the setting aside, and 
offering up, of gigantically unheard-of sums of money for anyone out there willing to stick it out.  
And then, enthusiastically disbursing vast quantities of a nominally regulated funding?

They would begin to lose track.  
Hundreds lost here; thousands over there; hundreds of thousands and even millions of 

dollars lost and misplaced, all while everyone continued to work hand-in-hand with media 
moguls to calculatedly and insistently produce, throughout the entire rodent kingdom: 

Anxiety.  
Concern.  
Apprehension.  
Worry.  
Incessantly advertising, and thus expediently building, an ongoing mousey-world belief 

in, and blind dependence upon, the now referred to as not only possible but crucially and 
irrefutably necessary Belling Of The Cat.

It would, after all…be hard.
If you were the mouse commander seated way up high, there, at the top?  
If you were the topmost rodent-world leader?   
Well, it would be hard to admit that, in your blindly invasive efforts at enforcing massive, 

community-destabilizing, cat-belling laws, you had become completely disconnected from the 
actual underlying problem.  Hard to admit that you had made your initial mistake years ago when 
you had been taken in by the heavily publicized cat-belling bandwagon in the first place.  A 
wagon that, as it was turning out?  

Had been supporting national progress in a frighteningly divisive – and shockingly 
discordant – alternate direction.

Because; well; when you and your bigwig, power-hungry, bell-the-cat buddy mice were 
all up there; everyone all together; everyone cheering so loudly on that oh-so-public cat-belling 
bandwagon?  

Well, wouldn’t you look an utter fool (even if, privately, you lost sleep over not only the 
deplorable amounts of money blatantly wasted, but the lives and livelihoods of the so many 
helpless, politically weakest and non-privileged constituent mice so recklessly jeopardized in 
your ruthless bell-the-cat schemes) – oh, but wouldn’t you be seen the fool if you up and 
admitted to everybody that you, and all of your bell-invasive plans, your subjective, privilege-
rewarding, non-collaborative, non-democratic, class-separating, community-dividing 
competitions and harshly punitive cat-belling accountability invasions…were wrong?

Or, huh.  
Maybe.  
Well, gosh, this might be just a little too bizarre: 
Maybe you’d simply be seen as a real mouse hero.*



*How sad to watch as, in divisively political days, those on the right (many of whom do not understand that it is 
actually the far right which has been so very carefully instigating, controlling and phenomenally benefitting from the 
past decade of no-excuses test-score invasions) offer a serendipitous anti-testing opportunity to rid our nation of its 
impossible addiction to NCLB – and hear only, that?  Rather than taking this amazing opportunity to benefit 
politically from “working with” his detractors, the President states that he will simply veto any argument which 
might call for the elimination of testing.


